How to Search, Filter and Sort OFLC Disclosure Data
Tips on how to maximize use of OFLC’s disclosure data for external research and program evaluation
The Office of Foreign Labor Certification (OFLC) Disclosure Data consists of select extracted data fields
from application tables within OFLC case management systems. Each Excel file is cumulative, containing
unique records identified by the applicable OFLC case number based on the most recent date a case
determination decision was issued. This data allows the public to access the latest quarterly and annual
disclosure data in an easily accessible format for the purpose of performing in-depth longitudinal research
and analysis. Please refer to the File Structure documents provided for each dataset which lists each field
title and respective field description.
Please note any noticeable typographical errors or other data anomalies may be due to internal data
entry or other external customer errors in completing the application form. OFLC would appreciate your
bringing any such issues to our attention.
Extracting information from the data files:
The data is stored in Microsoft Excel Spreadsheets that may be sorted/filtered to retrieve information:
In this example, we will us the Filter tool to find “the number of FY 2012 H-2B Certified Workers for work
to be performed in Arizona”. Using the Filter tool, we will hide all applications that were not requesting
workers for work to be performed in Arizona, making it easy to sum only those applications that did
request workers for work to be performed in the state of Arizona.
• To filter a field (column in the spreadsheet):
o Click the Data tab
o In the Sort & Filter area, Click Filter

o Click the AutoFilter arrow in the needed field (in this example, ALIEN_WORK_STATE)
1. A list containing each of the items in the column is displayed in
numeric/alphabetical order.
2. Choose the desired item(s) from the list (in this example, “AZ”)
1. Note: each row of data that contains items not chosen from the drop
down list will be hidden.

• In our example, now we only see applications where the ALIEN_WORK_STATE is “AZ”.
• To find the number of workers certified in Arizona, we highlight the desired column (for this
example: NBR_Workers_Certified) to view the desired results.

The cumulative quarterly and annual releases of program disclosure data are provided in support of
OPEN government initiatives and to provide information to assist with external research and
program evaluation. As the disclosure data is proactively disclosed on a quarterly schedule, the
OFLC does not conduct individual or customized queries in response to Freedom of Information Act
(FOIA) requests. The purpose of the FOIA program is to provide copies of existing records, not to
generate, develop or customize data queries of information that has proactively been made
available. Questions regarding the disclosure data, selected statistics or other information on our
performance page may be addressed to ETAPagemaster@dol.gov.

